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ABSTRACT
Feature selection is one of the well known solution to high di-
mensionality problem of text categorization. In text categoriza-
tion, selection of good features (terms) plays a very important role.
Feature selection is a strategy that can be used to improve cat-
egorization accuracy, effectiveness and computational efficiency.
This paper presents an empirical study of most widely used fea-
ture selection methods viz. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Fre-
quency (tf·idf ), Information Gain (IG), Mutual Information(MI),
CHI-Square (χ2), Ambiguity Measure (AM), Term Strength (TS),
Term Frequency-Relevance Frequency (tf·rf ) and Symbolic Fea-
ture Selection (SFS) with five different classifiers (Nave Bayes, K-
Nearest Neighbor, Centroid Based Classifier, Support Vector Ma-
chine and Symbolic Classifier). Experimentations are carried out on
standard bench mark datasets like Reuters-21578, 20-Newsgroups
and 4 University dataset.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1980s, the task of text categorization was based on knowledge
engineering (KE). A set of rules was defined manually to encode
the expert knowledge to categorize the text documents under the
given categories [16]. Since, there is a requirement of human in-
tervention in knowledge engineering; later day’s researchers pro-
posed many machine learning techniques to automatically manage
the text documents. The advantages of machine learning based ap-
proaches are that the accuracy is comparable to that of human ex-
perts and no intervention from either knowledge engineers or do-
main experts needed for the construction of a document manage-
ment tool. Many text mining methods like document retrieval, clus-
tering, categorization, routing and filtering are often used for effec-
tive management of text documents [32]. Out of several tasks, text
categorization is the one which is commonly used in text informa-
tion systems. Therefore, current requirement is devising effective
and efficient models for text representation and categorization of
text documents for real time applications.
In a text document, each term is considered as a feature. The large
number of feature set can typically be reduced through a variety
of feature selection techniques. Correctly identifying the relevant

features in a text documents is a vital importance for text catego-
rization. The main purpose of feature selection is to reduce the high
dimensionality of the feature space by selecting the most relevant
and discriminating features for the categorization task [38]. Feature
Selection (FS) method keeps the terms with highest score according
to the predetermined measure of the importance of the term. It has
been widely observed that feature selection can be a powerful tool
for simplifying or speeding up computations, and when employed
appropriately it can lead to less loss in categorization quality. The
fundamental goal of feature selection method is to improve the cat-
egorization effectiveness and computational efficiency. In spite of
numerous approaches in the literature, feature selection is still an
ongoing research topic. The researchers are still looking for new
techniques to select distinctive features so that the categorization
accuracy can be improved and the processing time can be reduced
as well. There are good numbers of filter based techniques and
wrapper based techniques for the selection of distinctive features
in text categorization. Automatic feature selection (FS) methods
include removal of trivial and non informative terms, according to
corpus statistics [15].
In this paper, following are the feature selection methods evaluated:
Document Frequency (DF) [14], Information Gain (IG) [35][11],
CHI-Square (χ2) [14], Mutual Information (MI) [19][18], Term
Strength (TS) [14], Ambiguity Measures (AM) [30], Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (tf·idf ) [16][34], Term
Frequency-Relevance Frequency (tf·rf ) [24][23] and Symbolic
Feature Selection (SFS) [10]. The DF is the number of documents
in which the term occurs. The DF is computed for each term in the
training corpus and those terms whose document frequency is less
than a predetermined threshold are removed from the feature space.
Hoque et al., [26] proposed greedy feature selection method with
the help of mutual information. It is combination of feature?feature
mutual information and feature class mutual information to deter-
mine optimal subset of features. This method increases the rele-
vancy between features and decreases redundancy. Further, perfor-
mance of selected feature subset is evaluated using different clas-
sifiers on 12 real-life datasets. Bakus and Kamel., [17] present the
MIFS-CI (MIFS with common information) variant of the mutual
information feature selection algorithm. It finds the optimal value
of the redundancy parameter, which is a key parameter in the MIFS-
type algorithms. Zhiying and Yang [21] proposed an improved am-
biguity measure feature selection method. It improves the perfor-
mance of the ambiguity measure by using Nave Bayes (NB) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. The AM feature selec-
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tion method is used as a pre-processing step for the SVM classifier
[29], and showed that AM reduces the training time of the SVM
classifier.
Lan et al., [25] gives a detailed study of widely used supervised
term weighting methods on standard datasets with combination
of K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and SVM techniques. Lan et al.,
[24] proposed a new supervised term weighting method, i.e. term
frequency-relevance frequency (tf·rf ) based on the analysis of dis-
criminating power. The tf·rf is used as a term weighting method in
text categorization, and this method is robust in nature and works
consistently [25]. Scott., [31] investigated a number of feature engi-
neering methods for text categorization in the context of symbolic
rule-based learning algorithm. The focus is on changing the stan-
dard bag of words representation of a text by incorporating some
shallow linguistic processing techniques. Harish et al., [10] pro-
posed a Symbolic Feature Selection (SFS) method, which repre-
sent documents based on clustering of term frequency vectors and
to create multiple clusters to preserve the intraclass variations for
each class of documents. SFS keeps the best features for effective
text representation and reduces the time taken to classify a given
document. This method basically uses the symbolic similarity and
dissimilarity measures [22].
Bidi and Elberrichi [27] proposed a feature selection method with
the help of genetic algorithm. This method carry out two goals: first
goal is to find discriminating feature subset, which improves the
classifier performance. Another goal is to determine feature subset
with small dimensionality of feature space. Basically, most of the
feature selection methods are based on Balanced Accuracy Mea-
sure (ACC2). The ACC2 assigns equal ranks to terms, which have
equal differences. The main problem of ACC2 is, it ignores their
relative document frequencies. To resolve this problem, Rehman et
al., [4] presents a novel feature ranking metric, named as normal-
ized difference measure (NDM). Uysal and Gunal [6] proposed a
Distinguishing Feature Selection method, which gives importance
to term that appears only one time in a class and it is discriminat-
ing to other classes. The improved Distinguishing Feature Selection
method is described in [5] for text categorization.
All in all, there are many types of feature selection methods exist
in the literature. However, in this research work we have restricted
ourselves to evaluate the various text classifiers using most widely
used feature selection methods. Further, we evaluated the feature
selection (FS) methods on benchmark datasets and presented the
results obtained using various classifiers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The Feature Selec-
tion Methods (FSM) are presented in section II. The Classifiers and
datasets used for experimentation are presented in section III. Sec-
tion IV presents the experimental setup and quantitative compara-
tive study. The paper is concluded in section V.

2. FEATURE SELECTION METHODS
Feature selection methods are used to remove trivial terms and
reduce high dimension of feature set to optimize the categoriza-
tion efficiency and effectiveness. In the following section, we
briefly describe the following feature selection methods: Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (tf·idf ), Mutual Infor-
mation (MI), Information Gain (IG), CHI-Square (χ2), Term
Frequency-Relevance Frequency (tf·rf ), Term Strength (TS), Am-
biguity Measure (AM) and Symbolic Feature Selection (SFS).

2.1 Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(tf·idf )

The term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf·idf ) is com-
monly used technique for term weighting in the field of text clas-
sification [34]. It determines the relative frequency of terms in a
specific document through an inverse proportion of the term over
the entire document corpus [20]. The tf·idf weight is composed by
two conditions: the first condition computes the normalized term
frequency tf, and the second condition is the inverse document fre-
quency (idf ). The term frequency (tf ) measures the number of times
a term occurs in a document and it is used to calculate the describ-
ing ability of the term.

tf(t) =
(Number of times term t appears in a document)

(Total number of terms in the document)
(1)

The inverse document frequency (idf ) is used to calculate the dis-
tinguishing ability of the term and also it measures the importance
of the term. A higher idf of a term indicates that the term appears
in relatively few documents.

idf(t) = log

(
N

ni

)
(2)

Where, N is the total number of documents and ni is the number
of documents containing term i. The tf ·idf of a term t is defined
as:

tf ·idf(t) = tf(t)× log

(
N

ni

)
(3)

2.2 Mutual Information (MI)
The Mutual Information (MI) [39] is a criterion commonly used
in statistical language modeling of word association [19]. MI mea-
sures how much information presence or absence and term contri-
bution to make the correct categorization decision on a category.
Given a category c and a term t, let A denote the number of times
c and t co-occur, B denotes the number of times t occurs without
c, C denotes the number of times c occur without t, and N denotes
the total number of documents in c.

I(t, c) = log

(
P (t, c)

P (t) ∗ P (c)

)
(4)

and is estimated using

I(t, c)≈ log

(
A×N

(A+ C)×(A+B)

)
(5)

If t and c are independent, I(t, c) has a natural value zero. To mea-
sure the goodness of a term in a global feature selection, combine
the category specific scores of a term into two alternative way.

Iavg(t) =

m∑
i=1

Pr(ci)I(t, ci) (6)

Imax(t) =
m

max
i=1
{I(t, ci)} (7)

The weakness of MI is that the score is strongly influenced by
the marginal probabilities of terms, because rare terms will have
a higher score than common terms.
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2.3 Information Gain (IG)
Information Gain (IG) measures the number of bits of information
obtained for category prediction and by knowing presence or ab-
sence of a term in a document [14]. The idea behind IG is to select
features that reveal the most related information about the classes.
IG reaches its maximum value if a term is an ideal indicator for
class association, i.e., if the term is present in a document if and
only if the document belongs to the respective class. The IG method
fails to identify discriminatory features, particularly when they are
distributed over multiple classes [28][32]. The information gain of
term t is:

IG(t, c) =
∑

cε{ci,c̄i}

∑
tε{tk,t̄k}

P (t, c) ∗ log
(

P (t, c)

P (t) ∗ P (c)

)
(8)

Where, P (t, c) is the joint probability of category c, and occurrence
of the term t. P (t) is the probability of term, P (c) is the probabil-
ity of category. The term t̄k means that the term not present, the
category c̄i means that the category not present.

2.4 CHI-Square (χ2)

Chi-Square (χ2) is a statistical feature selection method [14]. χ2

is used to measure the association between a term and category in
text categorization. It also used to test whether the occurrence of
a specific term and the occurrence of a specific category are inde-
pendent. Thus we estimate the quantity for each term and we rank
them by their score. If a term is close to more categories, then the
score of that term is higher. High scores on χ2 indicate that the null
hypothesis of independence should be rejected and thus that the
occurrence of the term and category are dependent. If they are de-
pendent, then we select the feature for the text categorization. The
χ2 measure of a term t for a category c is defined as:

χ2(t, c) =
N × (RaRd −RcRb)2

(Ra +Rc)× (Rb +Rd)× (Ra +Rb)× (Rc +Rd)
(9)

Where, N is the total number of training samples,Ra is the number
of times t and c co-occur,Rb is the number of times t occurs without
c, Rc is the number of times c occurs without t, Rd is the number
of times neither c nor t occurs. The score of a term is calculated for
individual category. This score can be globalized over all category
in two ways. The first way is to compute the weighted average score
for all category while the second way is to choose the maximum
score among all category.

χ2
avg(t) =

m∑
i=1

Pr(ci)χ
2(t, ci) (10)

χ2
max(t) =

m
max
i=1
{χ2(t, ci)} (11)

2.5 Term Strength (TS)
Term Strength (TS) is proposed and evaluated by Wilbur and
Sirotkin [37] for vocabulary reduction in text retrieval, and later
applied to text classification [40]. It defines the weight of a term as
the probability of finding it in some document di given that it has
also appeared in the document dj , similar to di. It uses a training set
of documents to derive documents pairs whose similarity is above
threshold. It is computed based on the conditional probability that a
term occurs in the second half of a pair of related documents given
that it occurs in the first half [14]. The term strength weight for t

was then calculated as the conditional probability of t appearing in
di given that t appears also in dj .

TS(t) = p(t ∈ dj |t ∈ di) (12)

Where, di and dj denote an arbitrary pair of distinct but related
documents.

2.6 Ambiguity Measure (AM)
Ambiguity Measure (AM) selects the most unambiguous features
from the feature set and also to predict the category of a docu-
ment. Unambiguous features are those features whose presence in
a document indicates a strong degree of confidence that a document
belongs to only one specific category [29]. AM for each term prob-
ability falls into a particular category, the maximum AM score for
term t with respect to all categories is assigned as the AM score
of term t. If the term is unambiguous, the AM score is near to 1.
Conversely, if AM score near to 0, the term is considered more am-
biguous and may point to more than one category.

AM(t, c) =

(
tf(t, c)

tf(t)

)
(13)

AM(t) = max(AM(t, c)) (14)

Where, tf(t, c) is the term frequency of a term t in category c and
tf(t) is the term frequency of a term t in the entire collection.

2.7 Term Frequency-Relevance Frequency (tf·rf )
The tf·rf is a supervised term weighting method. It improves the
term discriminating power for text classification [24]. The funda-
mental idea of this method is to focus on a high frequency term
which is in positive category rather than in the negative category.
And main contribution is selecting the positive features from the
negative features [25]. This method is robust in nature and works
consistently in the best either cross classifier or cross corpus.

rf = log

(
1 +

ni
n̄i

)
(15)

Where ni is the number of documents to which a term is assigned,
n̄i is the number of documents which contain the term and belong
to the negative categories. Further rf (relevance frequency) com-
bined with tf (term frequency) by a multiplication operation:

tf ·rf = tf × log

(
1 +

ni
n̄i

)
(16)

Term frequency represents a close relationship between the term
and the content of documents which contain that term. It is ob-
served that if high frequency terms are spread widely over a large
number of documents, we may not retrieve the relevant documents
from the whole collection.

2.8 Symbolic Feature Selection (SFS)
The Symbolic Feature Selection (SFS) is an unconventional
method and this method works in a proximity space rather than
working in the original feature space [10]. SFS makes use of both,
similarity and dissimilarity measures to classify the text documents.
SFS gives the best features for text document categorization; it
mainly reduces the human effort and time to categorize a given doc-
ument. Features are of interval valued type [22], the degree of sim-
ilarity between class representative vectors is estimated based on
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degrees of overlapping of features. It can be noticed that, these rel-
ative overlapping of interval type features are not equal and hence
the degree of similarity between two symbolic vectors may not nec-
essarily be symmetric.
LetRa andRb be the representative symbolic feature vectors of the
classes and respectively. The similarity of Ci to Cj with respect to
the feature is given by:

Sla→b =

(
|Ial ∩ Ibl|
|Ibl|

)
(17)

Where, Ial = [f−al, f
+
al] ∀ l = 1, 2, ...,m are the type features of

the representative vector Ra(class Ci) and Ibl = [f−bl, f
+
bl ] ∀ l =

1, 2, ...,m are the interval type features of the representative vec-
tor Rb(class Cj). using the above similarity measure formula and
compute the similarity matrix of size k× k, each element of which
is a multivalued type data. A matrix M of size k2 ×m is then con-
structed for the computed similarity matrix of size k × k whose
elements are multivalued of dimension m by listing out each mul-
tivalued type element one by one in the form of rows.
Now, calculate the sum of the total correlations of each column of
M with all other columns. Among all the features, we select some
of them which have their respective total correlation greater than
the average correlation and subsequently retain only those for rep-
resentation. These selected features are responsible for high cohe-
sion of the classes of documents.

TCorrl =

m∑
q=1

Corr
(
lthcolumn, qthcolumn

)
(18)

AvgTCorr =

∑m
q=1 TCorrl

m
(19)

Where TCorrl be the total correlation of the lth column with
all other column of matrix M and AvgTCorr be the average of
all total correlation obtained due to all columns. If TCorrl >
AvgTCorr then the feature corresponding to the lth column is se-
lected to be the feature which is capable of increasing the cohesion
among the documents belonging to a class. The selected features
are stored in the knowledge base for classification purpose.

3. CLASSIFIERS AND DATASETS
In this paper, we used five different existing classifiers with text
feature selection methods. Naive Bayes (NB) [7][9][8], k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN) [13][33], Centroid based Classifier [9][12][36],
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [26][9][36], Symbolic Classi-
fier [22]. For all our experimentation, we used standard bench-
mark datasets i.e. 20 Newsgroups [1], 4 University dataset [2] and
Reuters-21578 [3].

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
4.1 Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we used eight feature selection method: Docu-
ment Frequency (DF), Information Gain (IG), CHI-Square( ), Mu-
tual Information (MI), Term Strength (TS), Ambiguity Measures
(AM), Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (tf·idf ), Term
Frequency-Relevance Frequency (tf·rf ) and Symbolic Feature Se-
lection (SFS). These feature selection methods are used to catego-

rize text documents using five different classifiers (Nave Bayes, K-
Nearest Neighbor, Centroid Based Classifier, Support Vector Ma-
chine and Symbolic Classifier). The effectiveness of feature selec-
tion methods are demonstrated by using three standard datasets viz.
20 Newsgroups, 4 Universities and Reuters 21578. The dataset is
separated into training and testing set respectively. We used 60 text
documents of each class of a dataset to create training set and re-
maining 40 text documents for testing purpose. Experimentations
are repeated 5 times by choosing the training samples randomly.
We use F-Measure to evaluate the performance of each classifier.

4.2 Quantitative Comparative Study and Discussion
The visibility of features is chosen by feature selection meth-
ods, which is one of the good indicators for effectiveness of the
method. The feature selection method assigns high score to distinc-
tive features. These distinctive features are given to categorization
model to categorize given text documents. The categorization per-
formance increases through these selected distinctive features. Out
of eight different feature selection methods, the results obtained
from symbolic feature selection (SFS) found to be better. In SFS,
the selected distinctive features are in interval (multivalued) form,
which reduces the dimensionality of feature space and increases
the accuracy of classifiers. In order to validate the effectiveness of
all these feature selection methods, three standard datasets were
utilized to observe performance. The experimental results are pre-
sented in Table 1, 2 & 3.
In Table 1 F-measure results are summarized for different feature
selection methods (FSM) on 20 Newsgroups dataset. SFS method
showed good performance with symbolic classifier compare to
other classifiers. However, SFS shows consistent performance with
other classifier (NB, KNN, CBC & SVM). On the other hand, SVM
classifier achieved better results with χ2,TS, AM and tf·rf feature
selection methods. Table 2 presents 4-Unversities dataset result.
The SFS method achieved very good result with Symbolic clas-
sifier i.e 93.4%. On the other hand SVM performed better with MI,
IG, χ2, TS & tf·rf. The Table 3 presents the results on Reuters-
21578 dataset. Symbolic classifier outperforms with SFS method
by achieving the result of 94.0%. From the above observations, the
symbolic feature selection method with symbolic classifier showed
very good result on Reuters-21578 dataset. Thus, the symbolic fea-
ture selection method with symbolic classifier outperforms all re-
maining feature selection methods.

5. CONCLUSION
In text categorization, high dimensionality of feature space is a
major issue. This issue is resolved by using various feature se-
lection approaches, which increases the efficiency of text catego-
rization. In this paper, we reported an empirical evaluation on the
most widely used text feature selection methods with five differ-
ent existing classifiers (Naive Bayes, k-NN, Centroid based Classi-
fier, SVM, Symbolic Classifier) to categorize text documents. In the
experiments, Symbolic Feature Selection (SFS) method performed
consistently well on all the other methods using three widely used
standard benchmark datasets with symbolic classifier. The evalua-
tion demonstrated that the SFS method has tremendous influence
on improving the categorization accuracy. In future, It is also in-
tended to work on the computational complexity of various feature
selection methods (FSM) using different classifiers.
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Table 1. F-Measure on 20 Newsgroups dataset.

Dataset Name F-Measure (FM)
FSM FM using NB FM using KNN FM using CBC FM using SVM FM using SC

20
Newsgroups

Dataset

tf·idf 76.8 80.1 83.4 84.3 86.4
MI 75.4 79.8 81.1 81.2 87.6
IG 73.2 79.1 82.1 81.4 85.2
χ2 75.8 81.4 83.6 83.2 79.8
TS 76.1 82.2 84.2 84.3 83.4
AM 79.5 83.4 86.1 87.8 84.6
tf·rf 81.4 83.9 85.4 88.4 86.2
SFS 83.2 85.1 88.2 89.9 91.2

Table 2. F-Measure on 4-Universities dataset.
Dataset
Name

F-Measure (FM)
FSM FM using NB FM using KNN FM using CBC FM using SVM FM using SC

4 University
Dataset

tf·idf 67.3 69.1 68.8 85.4 88.6
MI 70.1 72.5 69.1 85.1 84.5
IG 69.4 73.6 69.4 86.2 83.2
χ2 69.4 74.8 68.4 85.1 84.2
TS 71.1 71.1 69.0 88.4 82.4
AM 72.5 73.9 70.4 89.1 87.9
tf·rf 71.9 73.5 71.6 88.4 89.8
SFS 73.2 75.5 79.4 90.1 93.4

Table 3. F-Measure on Reuters-21578 dataset.

Dataset Name F-Measure (FM)
FSM FM using NB FM using KNN FM using CBC FM using SVM FM using SC

Reuters-21578
Dataset

tf·idf 69.0 71.0 69.5 86.0 89.0
MI 71.5 72.0 70.1 86.1 86.7
IG 70.5 73.5 71.0 86.0 85.4
χ2 69.0 75.0 69.0 84.5 85.2
TS 72.5 73.2 70.0 89.0 84.6
AM 72.5 74.2 71.0 89.5 88.2
tf·rf 73.5 74.0 72.5 89.1 90.1
SFS 74.1 76.1 78.5 90.1 94.0

FSM – Feature Selection Method
NB – Naive Bayes

KNN – K-Nearest Neighbor
CBC – Centroid Based Classifier
SVM – Support Vector Machine

SC – Symbolic Classifier
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